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Appendix B: Supplemental questionnaire derived from ACCESS prenatal questionnaire and administered
directly to non-cohort air pollution study participants to gather housing characteristics and occupant behavior
data.

SECTION A: PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
A1.

How many rooms are in your home? Please do not count bathrooms, porches, balconies or hallways
A1a. Of these rooms, how many are bedrooms (a room where someone
sleeps)?

A2.

About when was this building originally built? Do not count remodeling, additions, or conversions.
1 – Before 1900
2 – 1900 to 1949
3 – 1950 to 1969
4 – 1970 or later

A3.

Is there insulation in the walls of your dwelling?
0 – No
1 – Yes

A4.

What is the main type of heating fuel in your home?
1 – Gas
2 – Electricity
3 – Fuel Oil
4 – Coal
5 – Wood
6 – Other, specify: ___________

A5.

What is the main heating system in your home?
1 – Forced Air (central system with ducts that blow air into most rooms)
2 – Steam or hot water (either radiator or baseboard)
3 – Electric baseboard
4 – Other, specify: ______________________

A6.

What kind of cooking fuel do you use in your home?
1 – Gas
2 – Electric
3 – Other, specify: ___________________
(IF THE ANSWER TO A6 IS “1 – GAS”, THEN ASK QUESTION A6a)
A6a. If you have a gas stove or range, does this appliance have a continuously burning pilot
light?
0 – No
1 – Yes
2 – No, has an electric starter
3 – No, I light it with a match

A7.

Does the (house/apartment) have open cracks or holes in the inside walls or
ceilings? (Cracks thicker than a dime.)
0 – No

1 – Yes
A8.

Does the (house/apartment) have holes in the floors? (Big enough for someone to trip in)
0 – No
1 – Yes

A9.

Does the (house/apartment) have any area of peeling paint or broken plaster bigger than 8
inches by 11 inches? (the size of a standard letter)
0 – No
1 – Yes

A10.

How is the space in your home?
1 – Very crowded
2- Slightly crowded
3- Just about right
4 - A little too large
5- Much too large

